MIXER LISTER
Idea of Alex Taddei

(sorry for my english!) Since I often manage many tracks within the same job, I find myself in trouble when I move a track very high or very low, because the command "move track up" and "move down track" gener only a shift at a time, the same applies to the operations of balance or volume that should be modified a track at a time.
So I thought that could be included in the program Audacity an application that allows for easy management of the tracks.
My idea I gave the name of Mixer Lister.

I click on the "Mixer Lister" icon
If, for example, wanted to move the track 24 much higher, between number 03 and 04, it would be enough to click it and drag it to the location that interests me.
Drag you up to between tracks 03 and 04.

I will leave the selection and the track will be placed at the point of me desired.
Clicking the right mouse button to each track can be changed: the Name, the Sample Format, the Rate.

And also the volume, balance, mute and solo.
click on “Select all”

all tracks are selected
uncheck, for example, the track 24 because we want to stay the same

Now, moving the cursor in a selected track, we have the same change in all other selected tracks!
For the volume...
...for balance...

...For mute and solo...
and clicking with the right mouse button, even for the Sample Format and Rate.

then click “OK” to confirm and apply the changes to the project.

Would find this very useful app. Thank you for your attention and I hope that you will also find interesting the idea.

Regards, Alex Taddei.

Email: taddeialex@libero.it